Resin …..For the Fun of it
With Phoenix Forrester

Supply List

1. One small box of EnviroTex Lite 2 part resin (sold at Michaels or Hobby Lobby) or Raindrop Clear 2 part resin (sold at Rio Grande Jewelry) 16 oz size or smaller…you will have plenty to make lots more jewelry projects at home. DO NOT BUY THE RESIN in the syringes please.

2. Several small sterling bezel cups with jump rings attached (if you wish to make earrings or a charm bracelet). (You can get them at Sunwest Silver on Lomas and 4th or from Rio Grande on Bluewater) OR Base Metal, brass or copper bezel cups, so the cost will be less (from Michael’s or Hobby Lobby) PLEASE BY WHAT YOUR SPENDING PLAN ALLOWS AND YOU FEEL COMFORTABLE WITH.

3. Any other small, sealed, shallow containers that you can put pictures and little jewels or trinkets in. (i.e. old tins, jar lids, OLD BOTTLE CAPS, ALTOID BOXES, the sky’s the limit!)

4. Several little photos, pictures, saints old playing cards, whatever you like, that we will put in the bottom of the bezel cup and add the resin to.

5. A flat tray to work on and carry your work to the car and home, where it will lie flat and safe for the 48 hour drying process.

6. Micro glitter, optional

7. One small plastic measuring cup (about the size of a Nyquil bottle lid) that is disposable. THIS NEEDS TO BE PRETTY SMALL AND HAVE MARKINGS ON THE SIDE FOR MEASURING, LIKE TEASPOONS, DRAMS OR CC’S.

8. One small bottle of Elmer’s or other white glue that dries clear, to seal your images before putting in the resin.

9. An old pair of tweezers

10.A PAIR OF SISSORS

11.A Straw if you have one! (for blowing out any bubbles)

Questions: Call Phoenix at 300-7591